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THE GREEN SHEET 

Churchill Downs Selections 
By, John M. Gaver III 

www.johngaver.com 
 
 
Churchill Downs: 2017 Fall Meet 
Fifth Day: Saturday, November 4, 2017 
Post Time: 2:15 P.M. Eastern 
Churchill Meet Stats: 41-11-7-7—27%W, 61%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
 
RACE ONE 
(#3)DREAMER’S POINT: Made up ground on nice colt in 1st try vs. winners   
(#1)POTENTIAL DANGER: Improving; overcame trouble at the start in last 
(#2)BOURNE IN NIXA: Broke maiden over muddy strip; better draw today 
(#5)PRIVATE VIGILANTE: Was a non-factor in the key prep; pace factor 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-1-2-5 
 
 
RACE TWO—OFF TURF (8F, 1-turn on main track) 
(#7)MA’AM: Like the cutback to 1-turn setup; sports useful form on dirt   
(#9)LOVIN EMPIRE(JPN): Closer creeps into starter ranks; Lanerie stays 
(#6)ERVSAYSLETHERGO: Off the grass works in in favor; 1-turn mile suits 
(#4)QUICK THINKER: Bred to handle the surface change; capable off shelf 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-9-6-4 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#2)PATTI PATTI PATTI: Lone speed in paceless race; looks long gone   
(#1)RADAR VISION: Improved on this level in last; bred to handle 8.5F 
(#8)CARAMEL CREAM: Best career effort to date was on dirt; big drop 
(#6)SPLASHING: Class drop and two-turns favorable; needs better start 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-1-8-6 
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RACE FOUR 
(#6)RANSACK: Gets dream stalking trip; undefeated on “fast” racetracks   
(#9)MINEYEROWNMALONE: Re-claimed by Amoss; likes Churchill, 8F 
(#10)IRISH YOU WELL: Dicey current form w/ front wraps; big drop again 
(#4)LOUIES FLOWER: Never off board at CD; need-the-lead type steps up 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-9-10-4 
 
 
RACE FIVE—OFF TURF (8.5F on the main track) 
(#6)AMERICIUM: Figured to need last off lengthy layoff; has good dirt form   
(#11)CINDER: Likes Churchill Downs and 8.5F; runs well off the sidelines 
(#8)JOKASA: Arguably better on the main track; like the slight stretch out 
(#15)SHEA’S COOL: Ran well vs. open $25K types two-back; tighter today 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-11-8-15 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#12)MISTAKE PRESENT: Toss last without the hood; blinkers “on” today   
(#3)IT IS DEJAVU: Broke flat-footed and rallied last time; fits for $16,000 
(#8)DOS CUERNOS: Gray is effective on this class level; at best going 6F 
(#13)DISTORTED RANSOM: Has good recent dirt form; logical next step 
 
SELECTIONS: 12-3-8-13 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#4)POP CULTURE: Barn excels with first-time starters; sire gets runners   
(#9)ROYAL CREED: $325K colt is improving and has an experience edge 
(#8)TALKING ZIP: Precociously bred; has a sharp work tab for debut run 
(#12)ZIP YOUR LIP: Looks “live” on paper out of the box; 12-hole a concern 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-9-8-12 
 
 
RACE EIGHT—OFF TURF (8.5F on the main track) 
(#3)TAKEOFF: Grade 3 stakes-placed around 2-turns on dirt; blinkers “on”   
(#9)WATCH ME WHIP: He has never run poorly outside of stakes company 
(#7)OXFORD LANE: Turf-to-dirt angle has some appeal; 2nd start off layoff 
(#6)ADONIS CREED(FR): Bay colt tries every time; dirt is the x-factor 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-9-7-6 
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RACE NINE—Chilukki Stakes (G2) 
(#3)MONEY’SONCHARLOTTE: Three-time stakes winner in 2017; exits G1   
(#5)TIGER MOTH: Toss G1 try in slop, cuts back to 8F; CD record is dicey 
(#15)MOIETY: Ultra-consistent and stakes placed in Louisville; well-bred 
(#8)MOTOWN LADY: Has a win at Churchill; was in deep on the West Coast 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-5-15-8 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#2)SOCATA: Controls the tempo in a paceless race; gate-to-wire candidate   
(#5)GOLDEN AMBER: Beaten chalk in five-of-six lifetime starts; turns back 
(#1)FAITH HEALER: Done little wrong so far; slight turn back to 6F a plus 
(#7)HEAVENLY HILL: Turf-to-dirt, route-to-sprint angles are appealing 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-5-1-7 
 
 
 
 
  


